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free agent; under the National Deposit Friendly Society he
is free to visit a patient or not as he likes.
One great feature of the National Deposit Friendly Society

is, I think, its payment for surgical cases. Many of us would
do a considerable amount of minor surgery in our neighbour-
hood and among our club patients if we were sure of fair fees
instead of sending them off to the nearest hospital. Most
places seem blessed with district nurses, who are, as a rule,
only too glad to attend patients after operation, and the
Society pays for the doctors' visits ios. 6d. for a minor opera-
tion without anaesthetic, /i Is. with anmesthetic, 3 for a
fractured leg, 5s. for passing catheter at patient's house, 2S. 6d.
at surgery; /i for consultation fee, and so forth; these are
items unknown to the ordinary club doctor.
As to Mr. Wolstenholme's " little shipping order " I do not

think any National Deposit Friendly Society patient would
grumble at supplying his own lint, bandage, and gutta percha
tissue.
Club practice will always be a thorn in our sides until the

profession unites and refuses to be sweated at 4s. per annum
per member. We must take a leaf from the working man's
book and strike for fair wages. We are the workers, and
should have an equal voice with those who receive the
benefits of our labours in deciding our rate of pay. An
unskilled labourer who justly strikes for fair pay is supported
by his fellow workers until his demand is granted, but a
skilled doctorwho strikes for adequate remuneration is imme-
diately undersold by a professional brother, who undertakes
the same work for less pay.
As long as there is so much petty jealousy and so much

underselling in the profession the status of club practice will
never be raised, but rather go from bad to worse. If only the
profession would unite, we should be masters of the situation
to-morrow, and could dictate our own terms-and they would
not be hard ones-instead of being the humble slaves of any
public-house slate club or any temperance society which
decides to form a sick benefit branch. The system of under-
selling each other so rampant in the profession is the secret
of all club practice abuses, and as long as that goes on, as
long as men work only for money's sake and without any
regard for the dignity of their profession, so long will clubs
and all their evils exist. We shall continue to take all the
risks and the clubs reap all the advantages.-I am, etc.,
Merton Park, S.W., Oct. 25th. F. DEAS.

UNRELIABLE MEDICAL CERTIFICATES.
SIR,-I regret to say I can confirm the statements of " A

Preparatory Schoolmaster" regarding some medical certifi-
cates being unsatisfactory.

I am medical officer to a large school, and, if there is any
doubt concerning the propriety of pupils returning thereto
throucrh illness, the various cases are referred to me for
decision.

It has been with much concern I have found, on many occa-
sions, that the medical certificates have not been granted in
accordance with the well-known rules that govern infectious
cases, and I have, in consequence, been reluctantly obliged
to refuse them. There are now before me several medical cer-
tificates stating that the pupils mentioned therein were free
from infective influences, and could return to school without
danger to others. One states " that as the pupils themselves
had already had measles, they could come to school," although
measles were in evidence in the house. A second that

.'are quite well, and free from infection, and may re-
turn to school." Yet in three days one of these was attacked
with measles. A third that " the children are now free from
infection, and may return to school." In five days one was
,down with measles. Another: " The bearer is free from
infecting influences," and yet this pupil was attacked almost
immediately afterwards. Again: " ......... has not been in
contact with infectious disease to prevent a return to school "
-a case of mumps was in the house at the time.
I refused a certificate granted immediately a case of mumps

had recovered. The parents indignantly appealed to'the
governing body; and, whilst the correspondence was in pro-
gress, another member of the family was attacked, and after
that a third. Needless to say, my decision had been upheld,
and the sequel proved its wisdom.

One child was sent to school early after a recovery from a
slight attack of scarlet fever, but whilst the mother was lying
ill with the same malady.

I could go on multiplying instances similar in character.
Now I think it will be conceded that if these pupils had

been allowed to return to school under their respective certifi-
cates, and of necessity to mix with other pupils in their
classes, an epidemic could hardly have been averted; but in
consequence of this supervision the work of the school has
never been interfered with, whilst neighbouring schools have
suffered severely in prevailing epidemics. I believe that if
the period of " incubation " had been taken into account before
granting these certificates they would never have been issued,
and it is owing to the neglect' of this precaution that they
have not been accepted.
In writing certificates of immunity from infectious dis-

eases a doctor has a double duty to perform, one to the parents
and also, of more importance, one to the school authorities,
for the free intercourse of an infected pupil in a school may
result in disastrous consequences.
Undoubtedly it is very annoying to a medical practitioner

to have his certificate of exemption ignored, as it not only
tends to lower his status in the eyes of his patients, but it
also offends his amour propre. This, however, might easily be
avoided if he would give his attention to the "infective
periods " of the various zymotic diseases, and frame his
certificates accordingly; and all unpleasantness of this nature
could also be prevented if the heads of schools, both public
and private, would, on their part, notify to parents and
doctors that no pupil would be allowved to return to school
until the infective period had fully passed away, the rules
concerning which are now well ascertained and laid down, for
many children are presented to medical men apparently in
perfect health who, nevertheless, have an infective disease
lurking within them, which he of necessity is unable to
detect. Like "A Preparatory Schoolmaster," for obvious
reasons I withhold my name.-I am, etc.,
October 24th. PHYSICIAN.

TENDON GRAFTING.
SIR,-I have read in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of

October 15th the interesting article on tendon grafting by Mr.
Frederick Eve.
Although Mr. Eve seems to have searched medical litera-

ture in order to credit certain distinguished foreign surgeons
with having performed the operation, he has evidently not
referred to the Clinical Society's Transactions for 1889, as, had
he done so, he would have found the account of a case of mine
which at the time I thought, and which I still believe, to be
the first case of tendon grafting on record, since Nicoladoni's
operation was not one of tendon grafting, but of the trans-
ference of an active peroneus tendon to the tendon of the
paralysed calf muscles, the proximal attachments of the
tendon to its muscle being still retained.
In my case, 41 inches of flexor tendon was used as a graft

to make an extensor indicis, in which it succeeded admirably,
the patient regaining the full use of his hand subsequently.
I have heard since that he is still following his occupation as
a weaver.
Since that time I have had other equally successful cases,

proving that tendon, like nerve and bone, may be successfully
grafted.

I feel sure Mr. Eve will pardon me for pointing out this, for
when he makes the following statement-
The idea of reinforcing paralysed or paretic muscles by attaching or

grafting on to them the tendon ot a neighbouring healthy muscle un-
doubtedly originated with Nicoladoni as long ago as I882. In a case of
paralytic talipes calcaneus he attached both peronei to the tendo
Achillis with a good result. No further development took place till
1892, when Parrish of the United States and Drobnik in Posen applied the
same method to other forms of paralytic club-foot.
-he entirely ignores my work on the same lines in I888.
Although Mr. Eve's paper is on Tendon Grafting, or

Function Transference in the Treatment of Infantile Paraly-
sis, he makes such a point of the history of the operation,
that I feel it would neither be doing justice to myself nor to
English surgery were I to allow the matter to pass unnoticed.
-I am, etc.,
Leeds, Oct. rgth. A. W. MAYO ROBSON.


